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POLYNOMIALALGEBRAS
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ATSUSHI INOUE AND KUNIMICHI TAKESUE
Abstract.
In this paper we will investigate the selfadjointness of unbounded
'-representations of the polynomial algebra. In particular, it is shown that the notion
of selfadjoint representation is equivalent to that of standard representation in the
case of the polynomial algebra generated by one hermitian element. Although the
notion of standardness implies that of selfadjointness, the converse is not true in
general. Therefore, we consider under what conditions a '-representation is stan-

dard.

Introduction. In [8] Powers investigated unbounded *-representations of a "'-algebra and pointed out that there exists a pathological relation between subrepresentations and commutants which does not occur in the bounded case. Over ten years has
passed since he introduced the notion of selfadjoint representation in order to take
out such a phenomenon. During this time many mathematicians have studied
unbounded *-representations [1, 4, 6, 8-10]. The notion of selfadjointness has been
indispensable in order to make a detailed study. However, since the great difficulty
lies in the judgment of selfadjointness, it seems that sufficient study has not been
done. From this viewpoint, we will study conditions under which a *-representation
is selfadjoint. Even on the *-representation of the polynomial algebra generated by
finite commuting hermitian elements, we have obtained interesting results, which we
state here.

1. Preliminaries. We introduce some notions which are used in this paper, for
example, C^-algebra, representation, etc.
Let ^ be a dense subspace of a Hilbert space h. By t^S)) we denote the set of all
linear operators of ^ into 6D.Then £(6D) is an algebra under the usual operations.
By £+ (ty) we denote the set of all linear operators A in £(<$) such that ty(A*) D ty
and the restriction A + of A* to ty is contained in EC^D),where A* is the adjoint of A.
Then £+(6D) becomes a ""-algebra under the usual operations and the involution

A -* A + . For a subalgebra 911of £(<$), (911,ty) is said to be an t7,-algebra, and for
a *-subalgebra9Hof £+ (<$>),
(911,<§)is said to be an C£-algebra. Let (911,<$)be an
Op-algebra. We define a seminorm || \\A on ty for A E 9H; by H^U^= ||.<4£||,where
911, is the C7,-algebra obtained by adjoining an identity operator to 911. The induced
topology ig^ on tf) is the locally convex topology generated by the collection of
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seminorms (|| 1^; A E 911,}. If 9) is complete in the induced topology %, then
(911, 9)) is called closed. The closedness of 91Lis equivalent to 9) = n¿egt 9(A),
where 9(X) denotes the domain of the closure A' of a closable operator X. Let

(91t, öD)be an 0*-algebra.If ^»(911) = fl^^ 9(A*) = 9), then (911,9j) is called
selfadjoint;if (91L,<$)is closedand A+ * = Jfor all A E 91L,then (911,<$>)
is called
standard. We next define a commutant 91L' of an O^-algebra (911, 93) as follows:

91L'= {CE®(fi);(C4|h)

= (C|M + T,)foralM E 91land |, r, E 9),

where 9>(b) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators on fj. If C E 911', then

Cl) C ßD„(9H)and (^ + )*C| = C4£ for all ^ E 91Land {G<5).The commutant911'
of 91Lis not necessarily an algebra; however if 91Lis selfadjoint, then 91L' is a von

Neumann algebra and 91L,6D
= 93[8].
Let 61be a *-algebra. A homomorphism (resp. *-homomorphism) tt oí & onto an
C^-algebra (resp. an (^""-algebra), on 93 is said to be a representation (resp. a
""-representation) of 6Eon f) with domain ^(w) = 6D. A representation w of 6Bis
closed if the C>,-algebra (tt(&), 9(tt)) is closed; and a ""-representation 7r of 6£ is
called selfadjoint (resp. standard) if (tt(<H), 9(tt)) is selfadjoint (resp. standard).

Let tt, p be representations of 6£ on a Hubert space fj. If ^(p) C ^(w) and
p(x)£ = w(x)| for all x E â and | E ^(p), then we say that tt is an extension of p,

denoted by p C tt.
Let w be a representation of a ""-algebra 6Eon a Hubert space b. Then we define
closed representations of 6Eas follows:

6D(#)= n^^ÖÖ),
*eS
öD(W*)= n^(»(*)*).

7f(x)=^(7)/6])(,7)
for* EEL

w*(^) = ff(jc*)*/öö(w*)

If ^(w*) is dense in t), then the closed representation tt** of 6?is defined by

<$(„**) = Q 6¡}(rr*(x)*),

tt**(x) = tt*(x*)*/9(tt**)

iorxE&.

X<E&

Then we see that if tt is a ""-representation, then m and tt** are ""-representations
satisfying the condition

77C#C7r**C77*.

2. Selfadjointness of 9(A). We consider the problem mentioned in the Introduction for ""-representations of the polynomial algebra generated by one hermitian
element.
Theorem 2.1. Let 9 be a dense subspace of a Hubert space b, A an hermitian
element of t+(9) and 9(A) the polynomial algebra generated by A. Suppose the
0*-algebra (9(A), 9) is closed. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) (9(A), 9)) is standard.
(2) (9(A), 9)) is selfadjoint.

(3) 9(A)'9j = 9).
(4) A is essentiallyselfadjoint and 9) = H"=, 9)(A").
(5) A" is essentially selfadjoint for n = 1,2, —
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Proof. The implications (1) =»(2) =»(3) are clear.
(3) =»(4): We first show that 9(A)' is an algebra. Let C,, C2 be elements of 9(A)'.

Since P(A)*C2£ = C2P(A)£ for each i E 9 and P(A) E 9(A), and 9(A)'9 = 9,
we have P(A)C2£ = C2P(A)t Therefore, CXC2P(A)£ = CXP(A)C2£ = P(A)CxC2t
Hence, 9(A)' is an algebra. By [8, Lemma 3.2], A is essentially selfadjoint. Let
A = ITXX dE(X) be the spectral resolution and x an element of n™=x93(A"). Then
there exists a sequence {£„} in 9 with limn-00 £n = x. We put £„ = /_"„dE(X). Then
£„ E f(^)'.
Hence, £„|* E 9(A)'9 = <$. Furthermore, since bmk_^aoEJk = Enx
and bmk^XlAmEnè,k — AmEnx (n, m = 1,2,...), and (9(A), 9) is closed, we have
Enx E 9.

Since lim^^^^x

= x and bmn^o0AmEnx

= A"'x for m = 1,2,...,

we

have x E 6D.

(4)=*(1): Let A —f™xXdE(X) be the spectral resolution of the selfadjoint
operator A and En the projection defined by En — /_"„dE(X) (n = 1,2,...).

Let P(t)

be a polynomial. Then P(^4) is defined by
_

P(A)=

/-00

P(X)dE(X)

•'-oo

and

domain <$(/»(J)) = jxEh;

/°V(a)

|2d\\EiX)x\\2 < oo].

It is well known that P(A) is a closed operator. Clearly we have P(A) E P(A). Let x
be an element of 9(P(A)). Then Enx E 9 for n = 1,2,.... Since lim„^£¿=
x

andJim^^Pi^^Jc

= P(/l)x, we have jc E 9(P(A)).

This means that P(A) =

P(A). Consequently, we have

Pi A)* = P(A)* = P(Ä)* = P(A) = P(A) .
Therefore, (9(A), 9) is standard.
(1) =»(5): This is trivial.
(5)=>(4): Since 9 is closed, we have 93= r\™=]93(Ä"). By the assumption,
A" = Ä" for n = 1,2,... and, hence, 9 = D"=, 9(1").
D
Lemma 2.2. If A is an element oft(9)

and n is a natural number, then

n

9(A*")=

Pi 9(Ak*)

and A*k£= Ak*£

k= \

for £ E 9( A*" ) and k = 1,2,.. .,n. In particular, we have
00

00

n 9(a*")= n 9(An*).
n=\

n=\

Proof. We prove this by induction. It is clear for n — 1. We suppose it holds for
n. Since (A*)"+x E (A"+x)*, we have

9{(A*)"+l) E h 9(Ak*)
k=\

and
(An+X)*i = (A*y+l£

for* E 9((A*)"+').
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For each £ E n¡£¡ 9(Ak*) and tj E 9 we have

(¿U|¿"€)

= ÍAr,\A»*t) = (^+1tj|¿) = (ii|U-+l)*€),

which implies that y4*"£E 9(A*) and ^"M*"! = (,4"")"+1£= (An+X)*è. □
Lemma 2.3. 7/ir is a *-representation of a *-algebra &, then tt**(&)' = tt(&)'.

Proof. It is clear that tt**(&)' C tt(&)'. Let C be an element of tt((H)'. For each
x E &, £ E ^(ir) and tj E ^(tt**) we have
(C7T**0)l, ||)

= (»M(*)l||C*É)

= (t7*(x*)*Tj|C*£)

= (í||it*(x*)C*é)

(byC*¿E6D(7r*))

= (i||C*»(**)0

(byCETr(ffi)')

= (Cii|-w(jc*)í).
Hence, Ctj E ^(tt*) and Ctt**(x)t\ = tt*(x)Ctj for each x E & and tj E ^(tt**),
which implies that C E•*■**(#)'.
Theorem 2.4. Let 9(x0) be the free commutative algebra generated by one
hermitian element x0 and tt a *-representation of9(x0) on a Hubert space. Then tt* is
selfadjoint if and only ifTr(x0) is essentially selfadjoint.

Proof. Suppose that tt* is selfadjoint; that is, tt* = tt**. Then tt*(9(x0))' is an
algebra. By Lemma 2.3 tt(9(x0))' is an algebra. It therefore follows from [8, Lemma
3.2] that tt(Xq) is essentially selfadjoint. Conversely, suppose that tt(x0) is essentially
selfadjoint. By Lemma 2.2 we have
00

00

odí>*)= n ^("Oo")*)= n 9íttíx0)*").
n=\

Since tt(x0)* =tt*(x0)

n=\

= tt(x0), we have
00

9(tt*)=

_

00

n9{TT(xQ)n)= n^^T).
n=\

n=\

It follows from Theorem 2.1 that tt* is selfadjoint. D
We next give a suggestive example.

Example 2.5. We deal with L2[0,1] as the fixed Hilbert space. Let S be a closed
operator defined by

9(S) = j/eC[0,

Sf=-ig

I]; fix) -fiO) = fjit)

forfE9iS)

dt for someg E L2[0,1]},

(/(*)-/(<>) = fQXgit)dt).
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We introduce closed operators obtained by S as follows:

9iT)={fE9iS);fi\)=fiO)
= 0),
9iTc) = [fE9iS);fi\)
= cfiO)} for c E C,
9iTj

= {fE9iS);fiO)

= 0},

T= S\9iT),
Tc = S\9iTc)
forcECU{oo}.
Among these operators the following relations hold: T* = S, T* = T~r, (c ¥= 0),
r0* = Tx and T E Tc E T*. These show that Tcis selfadjoint if and only if | c|= 1.
Let & be the free commutative algebra generated by an hermitian element x0. We
now define representations of & on L2[0,1] by:
00

öD(w)= Pi 9(T") = {/EC°°[0,l];/(")(l)=/(")(0)
«=i

= 0,« = 0,1,2,...},

9(tt<) = R 9iTc") = {/E C°°[0,l];/(n)(l) = c/<">(0),n= 0,1,2,...}
n=\

for c EC,
oo

%«») = nöD(rao-)= {/ec»[o,i];/<H)(o) = o,« = o,i,...},
B=I

"(*o) = -'^/ó0(w)-

*«(jto) = ^/*(«()

(cE CU{oo}).

Then we have the following results:
(1)

oB(w*) = Coo[0<x]

(2)

tt Ettc Ett*

(3)

(4)

TT**=TT,

TT*=TT-pï

„*{Xo) = -jj-/93i„*).
îorc E C U {oo}.
(c^O),

7T0*= 77^,

IT* = 7T0.

fff is a ""-representation if and only if | c |= 1.

In this case, w£.is selfadjoint.

(5)

ttÍx0) = T,

tt*Íx0) = T*,
00

(6)

ttcÍx0) = Tc

_

9ÍTT)= D9{7TÍX0)"),

(c E C U {oo}).
00

_

9ÍTT*)= n^f^U)").

oo

öD(ttc)= fl^Kí

*<,)") forcECU{oo}.

We next define subrepresentations of ttc (c E C U {oo}) by:

9inTTc)= [fE9ÍTTc);f<k\\)

AW

=/W(0)

= *c(*o)/^(.»c)

= 0,k = n,n + 1,...},

for ii = 1,2,....

Then we have the following results:
(7)

TTC XTT.C • • ■ C JTTCE ■ ■ ■ E TTC.
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„tt* =tt*

for« = 1,2.

nTTc
is a ""-representation if and only if | c |= 1.

,,t7(.(x0) = Tc for« =1,2,....

%0$

n9(M^)k)

= 9ÍTTcy

k=\

Remark. Let & be the commutative algebra generated by an hermitian element x0
and tt a closed ""-representation of & on a Hubert space.
(1) Although 77* is selfadjoint if 7r(x0) is essentially selfadjoint, 77is not always

selfadjoint (see Example 2.5 (7), (9), (10)).
(2) The condition 9 = n~=1 9(tt(x0)") does not always imply that tt(x0) is
essentially selfadjoint (see Example 2.5(1), (6) and Theorem 2.1).
(3) The essentially selfadjointness of tt(x0) does not always imply the condition

9 = n*=,6D(7r(x0)") (see (1) and Theorem 2.1).
(4) The essentially selfadjointness of 77(x0) does not always imply that of 77(x0)"

for n = 1,2,... (see Example 2.5(7), (10) and Theorem 2.1).
(5) Let tt be a closed ""-representation of a ""-algebra 6E.Although tt(&)' is a von
Neumann algebra if the condition tt(&)'9(tt) = 9(tt) holds, the converse does not

always hold (see Example 2.5(7), (8), (9), Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3).
3. Standardness of 9(A, B). In §2 we have shown that (9(A), 9) is selfadjoint if

and only if (9(A), 9) is standard. But in the O*-algebra (9( A, B), 9) generated by
two commuting hermitian operators A and B, selfadjointness does not always imply
standardness [8, Example 3, §V]. In this section we investigate the standardness of

9(A, B).
Theorem 3.1. Let 9(x, y) be the free commutative algebra on two hermitian
generators x and y. Let tt0 be a *-representation of9(x, y) on a Hilbert space b. Then
the following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists a standard representation irof9(x,
y) on b which is an extension of
770.

(2) There exists a normal operator C onb which is an extension ofTr0(x + iy).
In this case, we can define tt as follows:
00

00

93(tt)= C)9iCn)= Pi Í9ÍA") n 9(B"))
n=\

n=\

and

ttÍx)=A\9Ítt),

77(7) = 5100(77),

whereA = {(C + C*) and B = MCzrCi).
Proof. (1) =>(2): Let 77be a standard representation stated above. Then ttÍx + iy)
is a normal operator satisfying the condition mentioned in (2).
(2) =»(1): Let C be a normal operator on h which is an extension of 770(x+ iy).

We put A = {ÍC+ C*) and B = ¿(C_r~C*). Then A and B are selfadjoint
operators with mutually commuting spectral projections. Let A — / X dEA(X) and
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B = jX dEB(X) be the spectral resolutions of A and B. We put E(X,fi) =
EA(X)EB(¡i). Then for each polynomial P(X, p) of two variables, we can define a
closed operator P(A, B) on b as follows:

93iPiA,B))=

{£Et,;/|7>(A,p)|2i/||/f(X,p)£||2<ooj,

P(A,B)Í= jP(X,ii)dE(X,li)Í

íorÍE9ÍPÍA,B)).

In particular, putting P(X, p) = X + /p, we get C = P(A, B). When we put P(X, p)
= P(X, p) for any real X, p, it is known that P(A, B)* = P(A, B). When we put

93(tt)= n™=x9(C), it is clear that
OO

9(tt0)e9(tt)

and 6D(t7)=

fl

6D(P(^1,77)) = fl (6D(^fl) n 9(B")),

p{\.p)

for we have 9(C)

= ^(ví") n 9(B").

n=\

We define an O^-algebra 9(A0, B0) on

^(77) as follows:

A0 = A\9)(tt),

7i0= 7i|öD(77), P(A0, B0) = P(A, B)\93iw),

9(A0, B0) = {PiA0, BQ)\PiX, p) : polynomial}.

The involution + on 9(A0, B0) is defined by P(A0, B0)+ = P(A0, B0). It is clear
that (9(AQ, B0), 9(tt)) is closed. Now we show that (9(A0, B0), 9(tt)) is standard.
We put
E„ = (EAin)

- EAi-n))iEBin)

- £B(-«))

for any natural number n. Let P(X, p) be a polynomial and £ an element of
9(P(A.B)).
Since £„£ E 9(tt),
lim„^oc£„£ = £ and lim„J00 7>(,40, £,,)£,,£ =

P(/l. 7J)£. we have £ E 9(P(A(), B„)) and P(/l0, ß0)£ = P(A, ß)£. This means
that P(A(). B(X)= P(A. B). Consequently,
P(A(),BQ)*=

P(A{).B0)* = P(A,B)*

= P(A0.B0)

= P(A0,B0)+

= P(A,B)
.

Therefore, (l:P(/l(), B0), DD(7r))is standard. Now it is almost clear that the ""-represen-

tation 77of 9(x, y) on b defined by tt(P(x, y)) = P(A0, B0) satisfies the condition
mentioned in (1). D
Theorem 3.2. Let 9 be a dense subspace of a Hilbert space h. Let A and B be
hermitian elements of £+ (9) satisfying AB = BA and 9(A, B) the commutative
O*-algebra on 9 generated by A and B. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(\)(9(A,B),9)is
(2) (9(A, B),9)

standard.
is selfadjoint and there exists a normal operator C which is an

extension of A + iB.
(3) A and B are essentially selfadjoint, 9 = n™=x(9(Ä") n 9(B"))

and there

exists a normal operator C which is an extension of A + iB.
(4) A and B are selfadjoint with mutually commuting spectral projections and

(9(A, B), 9) is a closed 0*-algebra satisfying 9(A, B)'9 = 9.
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Proof. (1) =>(2): Suppose that (9(A, B), 9) is standard. Then (9(A, B), 9) is
selfadjoint and A + iB is normal.

(2) =>(3): Let 770be the identity representation of 9(A, B) on b. Then by the
assumption and Theorem 3.1, there exists a standard representation 77of 9(A, B) on
t), which is an extension

of t70, with 9(tt)

= C\™=x(93(Anx)n 9(Bnx)), tt(A) =

Ax\9(Ti)andTT(B) = Bx \9(tt), where Ax = \(C + C*) and Bx = ¿(CC*). On
the other hand, the selfadjointness of 770shows that 770is identical to 77, for the
selfadjoint representation of a ""-algebra is maximal. Therefore A and B are essentially selfadjoint. Furthermore, A E Ax (resp. B E Bx) and the selfadjointness of Ax
(resp. Bx) shows that A = Ax (resp. B — Bx). Therefore,
00

9 = 9(tt)= n(9(Ä")n9(B")).
n=\

(3) =»(4): As in the proof of (2) =»(3) we see that A and B are selfadjoint
operators with mutually commuting spectral projections. The selfadjointness of

9(A, B) implies that 9(A, B) is closed and 9(A, B)'9 = 9.
(4)=>(1): Since the spectral projections EA(X) and EB(¡i) of the selfadjoint
operators A and B are mutually commuting, we have EA(X), EB(n) E 9(A, B)' =

9(A)' n 9(B)' for -00 < X, p < 00. Hence, 9(A, B)" E 9(A, B)'. Furthermore,

since 9(A, B)'9 = 9, it follows that 9(A, B)"9 = 9 and P(A, B) is affiliated
with the von Neumann algebra 9(A, B)" for each P(A, B) E 9(A, B). Then the
6^*-algebra (%,9) generated by 9(A, B) and 9(A, B)" becomes a closed EW*algebra on 9 over 9(A, B)", so that 21 is standard by [5, Theorem 2.3]. Hence,

9(A, B) is standard.

D

Remark. We note that we can prove a theorem similar to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
for the ""-algebra 9(xx,...,xn)
generated by n commuting hermitian elements
X|,...

,xn.
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